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Abstract   

The aim of the proposed methodology is to improve the 

quality and reduce the testing efforts of the software. The 

methodology consists of three approaches namely pre 

development, during development and post development. The 

first approach finds the fault prone module in software. The 

second approach finds the fault in different phases of the 

software development life cycle (SDLC) before the 

maintenance phase (post development). The third approach 

finds the fault in post development phase. In the pre 

development approach one fuzzy inference system is 

developed for finding the fault prone module.  In during 

development approach fuzzy inference system is developed 

for four phases of SDLC (requirement, design, coding and 

testing) to find the total number of fault in software. In post 

development approach test case prioritization is developed for 

early fault detection. The validation is performed using 

promise data sets for pre development and during 

development phase. The benchmark example is used for post 

development phase. 

Keywords: Software Fault Prediction, Software Fault 

Detection, Software Testing, Fuzzy Logic, Soft Computing.  

 

INTRODUCTION   

Software testing and maintenance is one of the important 

phases of the SDLC. This is the costly operations for any 

organization. This operation takes time to produce error free 

operations in software [1]. The new development methods like 

agile and iterative approach demands early testing and the 

success of software depends upon early fault find in the 

software. The budget of the software is increasing day by day 

and the cost of making the software is also increasing [2]. The 

study shows that testing of software takes 50 to 80 percent of 

the cost [3]. Software testing is the intention to find the fault 

in the software and this is crucial for software quality. The 

quality evolution is important for release of the software. Due 

to time boundary and other constraint organization cannot 

wait till the last phase to test the software. The finding of fault 

from the beginning of the software is highly required for 

recent software [4]. The quality measures are checked in the 

starting phase of the software to enhance the reliability and 

quality of the software. The artificial intelligence methods are 

used in software development for optimized the result of all 

phases. Mark Harman et. al. [5] defined the detail in this area 

for using of intelligence techniques in software engineering. It 

work well when mathematical and statistically methods are 

not giving the correct result. The intelligence and soft 

computing technique are used in many areas of engineering. 

This is new in software engineering so the mapping of 

computational technique in making of real world software is 

very hard. Different methods are used for reducing the chance 

of failure of software. The testing is effective methods for 

evaluating the quality of the software. Many researchers are 

thinking about quick result for finding the fault, the one 

solution is that have to find the fault in early phase [6].  The 

proposed methodology finds the fault in pre development, 

during development and past development. The quality 

measures information is taken from the phase wise, since 

many attributes have to certify for analysis of results. It is not 

possible to check all the attributes so only having optimal 

value attributes are selected for measures. Ming Li [7] has 

provided the ranking of software measures. The quality 

measures are selected from every phase, so each phase 

contributes the information about fault.   The result provides 

the early phase is used for fault level in the software. It is also 

defined by the density of the fault. The result gets from these 

methods   help in deciding the reliability of the software. 

Reliability defines the failure free operations in specified time 

and specified environment. The exact test data is not available 

in the early phase, but some expert knowledge is available for 

failure data that is useful to predict the fault in early phase. 

The information is available in a fuzzy way to find the fault in 

early phase. Most of the work is uncertain about fault data in 

early phases [8]. Software developers spend significant time 

of fixing faults.  From the literature it is found that 83 percent 

of the total fault fixes cost associated with 20 percent of 

failures [9]. It has proven that post release failures required 

more effort to fix than prerelease software. The early software 

fault prediction approach (pre development phase and during 

development phase) is used rule based approach for better 

prediction. The rule is made with experience in similar type of 

software project with knowledge of the project. However, this 

provides the precise rule of the data which demands expert 

knowledge for the project. In this paper the fuzzy based 

approaches to predict the fault in pre development and during 

development phase. The test case prioritization based methods 
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is used for software fault detection in post development phase 

(maintenance phase). The paper includes motivation, related 

work, proposed approach, result analysis and conclusion 

section. 

 

 MOTIVATION  

The motivation of this work comes from testing concern of 

software development and maintenance. From survey it is 

found that testing and maintenance of the software are the 

costly and time consuming operation in software 

development. The test case optimization is one of the solution 

for reducing the cost and time of testing and maintenance 

phase. However, this is not much practical in today scenario 

where dependency with software is increasing day by day and 

need more quality product in the short period of time. The 

time of testing phase is very short and in the short period of 

time organization need quality product. Nowadays the quality 

assurance of early phase is highly required. The problem with 

early phase is the software does not have actual test data to 

test the software. However software industry has some prior 

information regarding similar project to test the software .This 

is very intuitive and logical for early testing. 

 

RELATED WORK 

In this section, the related work regarding software fault 

prediction and detection for pre development, during 

development and post development phase is performed. The 

different soft computing methods are investigated for fault in 

pre development, during development and past development.  

 

Software Fault Prediction in pre development and during 

development phase (early phase) 

In this section the related work is provided for pre 

development and during development. The techniques are 

used to find the fault in pre development and during 

development is discussed here. 

Ruchika et.al.[10] compared the statistical methods with 

machine learning methods. The logistic regression methods 

are used for statistical method. For the machine learning 

methods author has used random forest, addboost, bagging, 

multilayer perceptron, support vector machines and genetic 

programming.  

Cagaty et.al.[11] developed eclipse based software fault 

prediction tool for java programs for simplifying the fault 

prediction process. The author also integrate the Naïve Bayes 

techniques into plug-in for eclipse based software fault 

prediction. 

R. Satyaraj et.al.[12]  found the fault prediction in both 

structure and object oriented software. The four techniques 

have compared for software fault prediction. The techniques 

like Naïve –Bayes, J48 K-star and Random Forest have 

compared and found that Naïve Bayes is suitable for small 

data sets and random forests are suitable for large data sets.  

Baajun Ma et.al.[13] investigate the associative classification 

in software fault prediction. The author has proposed the CBA 

and CBA2 methods for software fault prediction.  

Golnoush et.al.[14] done the survey on software fault 

prediction based upon various machine learning techniques. 

The different machine learning techniques like decision trees, 

decision tables, random forest, neural networks and Naïve 

Bayes are used for fault prediction. Gabriela Czibula et.al.[15]  

proposed a novel classification  model for software fault 

prediction using relational association rule mining. This is the 

extension of ordinal association rules. The classifier is based 

on the discovery of faulty module or not. The validation is 

performed on NASA data sets.The method has proposed for 

the fault prediction is called DPRAR. 

Rohit et.al.[16] given Bayesian Regularization(BR) technique 

for software fault. This technique helps to reduce the cost of 

software testing and help to reduce the cost of software 

project. The purpose of BR technique is to minimize a 

combination of squared errors and weights.  

Norman et.al. [17] used the Bayesian Net for predicting the 

number of residual defects from software. The data sets has 

used from NASA.  

Yeresime et.al.[18] performed survey on statistical and 

machine learning methods for software fault prediction using 

object oriented metrics. Chidamber and Kemerer(CK) 

software metrics has used for input parameter.  

Ahmed H. Yousef [19]  used the different data mining 

technique  for failure information. The data mining approach 

is used to show attributes that is predict the defective state of 

software modules.  

Zeeshan et.al. [20]  improved the recall of software defect 

prediction techniques using association mining. The author 

presents an association mining based approach to learn defect 

prediction models.  

Santosh et.al. [21]  used the various ensemble methods to 

predict the number of faults in software modules. The author 

has presented the heterogeneous ensemble method for the 

prediction of faults.  

Cagaty et.al. [24]  perform the survey of software fault 

prediction. He has focused on software metrics, method and 

datasets that has used in the software fault prediction.  

Julie et.al. [23] used the data mining approach for software 

fault prediction. The random forest and support vector 

machine has used for regression.   

Eugenio et.al. [22] used the requirements techniques for 

software project to find the quality of the software.  
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Ezgi Erturket.al[25] compared the soft computing methods for 

software fault prediction. The three soft computing techniques 

are compared and they are Artificial Neural Network (ANN), 

Adaptive Neuro Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) and 

Support Vector machines (SVM).  

Pradeep Singh et.al[26] developed a framework to automatic 

extraction of human understandable based fuzzy rules for 

software fault prediction. The author has classified the model 

using fuzzy logic.  

Ezgi Erturk et.al [27] proposed a mamdani based fuzzy 

inference system (FIS)for fault prediction. The author has 

developed several FIS to assess the result.  

ReddiKiran et.al. [28]  used the neural network algorithm  for 

fault prediction. Some modification is performed for to 

enhance the accuracy rate of neural network. 

 Amrita et.al. [29] proposed a fuzzy based reliability to 

software modules. The linguistic variables are used for 

calculating the allocation information. The model has allocate 

the target reliability. The reliability has calculated with 

opinion of all team members in that module.  The 

proportionality factor has also calculated in software system.   

Ezgi Erturk et.al.[30]  improved the performance of software 

fault prediction. In the initial, author has used fuzzy inference 

system and in the subsequent prediction has performed 

through data driven methods. The artificial neural network 

and adaptive neuro fuzzy  

Saad et.al. [31] used the ant colony optimization for test 

quality rating  using software certification. The software 

certification is the branch of software quality to measures the 

process of software.  

Chubato et.al.[32]  examined the software metrics with 

multiple feature selection. This metrics has combined with 

data balancing using synthetic minority oversampling 

techniques for improving the classification performance. The 

object oriented metrics and static code metrics are used.  

Rinkaj et.al.[33] used fuzzy inferencing to identify the degree 

of interaction for the development of fault prediction models. 

The model has developed through fuzzy inference system.  

Subahsis et.al.[34] used the new fuzzy rule based algorithm to 

estimate the software faults in early phase. The number of 

faults present in software that finds in early phase like 

requirement, design is very useful for developing the reliable 

software.  

Oloivier et.al.[35]  proposed the ant colony optimization 

based technique antminer+ that is used for mining the 

software. The antminer+ help to predict the software fault 

prediction.  

Ashish et.al. [36] applied statistical  and machine learning 

techniques to predict the fault prone models. The model help 

to optimizing testing efforts through machine learning.   

Vipul et.al.[37]  used the neural network to design the 

framework for software fault prediction. The software 

graphical user interface has developed for input data to fetch 

the fault easily.  

Ruchika et.al. [38] compared the machine learning  techniques 

and statistical techniques. The decision tree, ANN, cascade 

correlation network, SVM, group methods and gene 

expression programming are used for machine learning and 

for statistical methods regression methods are used 

Goran et.al. [39] used the multi-objective genetic 

programming for software fault prediction. Multi–level 

selection has used additional advantages for better result.  

Iker[40] has proposed the ANN models for finding the fault 

prone module. The result is compared with SVM.  

Harikesh et.al. [41] used the fuzzy logic approach for fault 

prediction to find the fault . Fuzzy model has used the every 

level to find the fault in all levels. 

 

Software fault detection in past development phase 

(maintenance phase) 

The fault finds after the past development is part of 

maintenance phase. It is very costly for the software to handle 

maintenance phase fault. Since checkering the all test case is 

not feasible due to time and cost of software then test case 

optimization is performed to reduce testing cost in 

maintenance phase.Test case optimization for regression test 

optimization has used different technique like selection, 

minimization and prioritization. Rothermal[43] has mentioned 

that they are all having same working rule and roughly same 

meaning. Test case generation is another aspect for test case 

optimization, detail categorization is mentioned by Sushant 

et.al.[44],[45] to classification of work in software testing. It 

is not possible to check every test case after every time change 

in code. It is proved that testing task is impractical for re-test 

all. Some optimization technique is important to increase the 

quality of software and reduce the testing process. The test 

case optimization is being achieved by test case minimization, 

test case selection, test case prioritization, test case 

classification and test case reduction. S.Yoo et.al [46] has 

suggested that all the optimization approach has slightly 

related to each other i.e. one approach cover other approach. 

The survey shows that [47] selection and prioritization have 

most popular work for test case optimization, sometimes they 

are working like hybrid approach. If any test suite is 20 test 

cases then 20! combination is to check in software.This is 

even not possible for powerful supercomputer to test the data 

in given time frame. So test case prioritization is important to 

find the fault in minimum time and cost [48],[49],[50].  
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A PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

The proposed methodology consists of the three approaches 

i.e. pre development software fault prediction (PDSFP), 

during development software fault prediction (DPSFP) and 

post development software fault detection (PDSFD). The 

proposed methodology is useful for enhance the software 

quality and reduce the software testing efforts. The figure 1 

provides the overview of working of the proposed 

methodology.  

 

 

Figure 1: Methodology for phase wise software testing using 

soft computing 

 

The pre development approach finds fault prone module in 

software. Fuzzy inference system is developed for finding the 

fault prone module. The pre development approach decides 

the software module is faulty or not in advance. This helps to 

development phase for knowledge about the fault prone 

module. The approach is identifying the fault before the actual 

software development start. 

The during development approach finds the fault in major 

phases of SDLC phases (requirement, design, coding and 

testing). The fuzzy expert system is developed for four major 

phases of the SDLC. The approach finds the total number of  

fault occurred in software. 

The post development approach finds the fault in after 

development phase. This approach helps for regression testing 

to reduce the software testing efforts. The test case 

prioritization is developed for find the fault in post 

development phase. This approach finds the fault in minimum 

time with optimal test case.     

The NASA data sets are used for validation of pre 

development and during development approach and bench 

mark example is used for validation for post development 

approach. The result from the proposed methodology helps 

software developer to reduce the testing effort and enhance 

their software quality.  

 

PRE DEVELOPMENT APPROACH FOR SOFTWARE 

FAULT PREDICTION (PDSFP) 

The pre development software fault prediction finds the fault 

module before the actual of software development. It works 

with planning phase to find the faulty module in software. 

This helps to software testing phase to intention to find the 

fault in early phase (pre development). Since actual test case 

is not available to find the fault in software. However, some 

previous knowledge is available about similar project to 

identify the fault with software metrics and expert knowledge. 

The fuzzy expert system is developed for find the faulty 

module in pre development phase. 

 

Software Metrics 

The software metrics is used for early software fault 

prediction. The McCabe metrics and halstead metrics are most 

popular metrics in software. McCabe metrics contains four 

types of attributes. The halstead metrics have information 

about the code.   

 

McCabe Metrics  

Line of code (LOC): LOC contains the physical size of the 

program. It is total number of line. 

Cyclomatic Complexity [v(g)]: Cyclomatic complexity is 

defined as the amount of linear independent paths in a flow 

graph drawn for a module. Testability decreases as long as 

cyclomatic complexity increases. 

Essential Complexity [ev(g)]: The value of the complexity of 

the graph that does not include D-prime graph in the flow 

graph of a module. Maintainability and reusability decrease as 

long as design complexity increases 

Design Complexity [iv(g)]: Cyclomatic complexity of a 

module’s reduced flow graph according to decisions and loops 

that do not have any calls to sub modules. Maintainability and 

reusability decrease as long as design complexity increases. 

The method level metrics shows that McCabe and Halstead 

type metrics. The McCabe has four metrics and the rest of 

metrics are Halstead type and general type. 

 

Pre development phase Fuzzy inference system for 

Software Fault Prediction 

The fuzzy inference system is developed for fault finding in 

pre development phase.  The fuzzy input takes the crisp value. 

In proposed model the crisp value is the input of McCabe 
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metrics. The input value passes in the fuzzy model. The 

proposed approach is used the mamdani based model for fault 

prediction. Since it has support for intuitive, expert and 

opinion based methods for software fault prediction. The 

figure 1 shows the working for fuzzy based software fault 

prediction. The software metrics is taken as input for the 

model. The value of software metrics are project data.  

Fuzzification: Crisp inputs are taken as input and calculated 

the corresponding membership with redesign fuzzy sets which 

are built by domain experts. In other words, crisp inputs are 

fuzzified and fuzzy inputs are produced.  

Rule evaluation: The used fuzzy inputs are applied to the 

conditions of the specified rules. Union operation (max 

method) is performed for the OR operator of the rule while 

intersection operation (min method) is performed for the AND 

operator of the rule. The calculated degree of the rule 

condition according to operators is represented to result of the 

rule.  

Aggregation: The scaled fuzzy outputs are combined in one 

single graphic. When overlap occurs, the maximum points are 

taken and the other points are eliminated. In other words, the 

used aggregation method for the FIS models is max. 

Defuzzification: In this step, the fuzzy output is converted to a 

crisp result. There are several techniques such as centroid 

technique, max membership principal, weighted average 

method, mean max membership and center of sum. In the 

proposed approach, centroid technique has used as a 

defuzzification methods. A centroid technique is the most 

prevalent and physically appealing of all the defuzzification 

methods. 

The different fuzzy model (table 1) is designed for finding the 

better result in software fault prediction. The result of 

different model is used to selection of better fuzzy model for 

fault prediction.This model has validated with complete 

McCabe metric  

Table 1: The input and output attributes 

Different  

Input 

parameter 

Fuzzy Linguistic 

variables (Input) 

Fuzzy Linguistic 

variables (Output) 

Two Input 

 

{L,  H} {L,  H} 

{ L,M,H} {L,  H} 

{VL, L, M, VH, H} {L,  H} 

Three 

Input 

{L,  H} {L,  H} 

{ L,M,H} {L,  H} 

{VL, L, M, VH, H} {L,  H} 

Four Input {L,  H} {L,  H} 

{ L,M,H} {L,  H} 

{VL, L, M, VH, H} {L,  H} 

The rule in fuzzy inference system is major work for 

designing the relevant fuzzy model that is used for software 

fault prediction. The rule defined the exact classification of 

problem. The approach classifies the faulty and non-faulty 

module in early development. The table 2 shows the rule for 

fuzzy inference system to classify the faulty and non-faulty 

module. The rule is developed for binary classification. The 

model is faulty or not faulty is classified with the help of rule 

and membership function.   

Table 2: Fuzzy rule for faulty and non-faulty module  

 

DATA SETS 

Software fault prediction is important feature in improving 

quality of software development. For prediction software 

metrics are used for identify the fault prone module. Dataset 

may be public or private, here public dataset is used. Since 

private dataset cannot be accessed and used by all and it has 

some issues and procedures to use those datasets. For these 

studies the data collected from NASA Metrics Data program 

[42]. The datasets are CM1, PC1, KC1, KC2, and JM1 (table 

3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.    If loc is  L  and v(g)is L and ev(g)is L and iv(g) is L then 

modal is non- faulty. 

2.    If loc is  L  and v(g)is L and ev(g)is L and iv(g) is M then 

modal is non- faulty. 

3.    If loc is  L  and v(g)is L and ev(g)is L and iv(g) is H then 

modal is non- faulty. 

4.    If loc is  L  and v(g)is L and ev(g)is M and iv(g) is L then 

modal is non -faulty. 

5.    If loc is  L  and v(g)is L and ev(g)is M and iv(g) is M then 

modal is non -faulty. 

…………………………………………………………………

………. 

79.  If loc is H and v(g)is H and ev(g)is H and iv(g) is L then 

modal is faulty. 

80.  If loc is H and v(g)is H and ev(g)is H and iv(g) is M then 

modal is faulty. 

81.  If loc is H and v(g)is H and ev(g)is H and iv(g) is H then 

modal is faulty. 
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Table 3: The data set full description 

Data set  Total Module Total McCabe Software Metrics Description  Language LOC 

KC1  2109 loc ,v(g), ev(g), iv(g) Storage management for ground data C++ 42,965 

KC2 522  loc ,v(g), ev(g), iv(g) Storage management for ground data C++ 19,259 

CM1 498 loc ,v(g), ev(g), iv(g) NASA spacecraft instrument C 14,763 

PC1 1109 loc ,v(g), ev(g), iv(g) Flight software for earth orbiting satellite C++ 25,924 

JM1 10885 loc ,v(g), ev(g), iv(g) Real Time predictive ground system C 315K 

 

RESULTS 

In this section the result is shown for different data sets. The 

KC2 (table 4) datasets is implemented using proposed fuzzy 

inference system. The triangle and trapezoidal membership 

function is used for implementation. The KC2 data sets have 

not distributed in nature. The data sets are not normalized and 

module size difference in different modules of data sets. After 

the run of the model with triangular and trapezoidal 

membership function, the result shows that the triangular 

membership function is good for software fault prediction.  

The table 4 is used the KC2 for experiments results. The 

experiment has also performed for KC1(table 5), PC1(table 

6), JM1(table 7) and CM1(table 8).The accuracy rate is for the 

data sets. The proposed approach is implemented in Matlab 

with NASA datasets to find the fault prone  module. The 

number of selected metrics is 3, 4 and 8. The result shows 

when the number of features is increasing, there are no effect 

in accuracy score. 

 

Table 4: Accuracy rate of KC2 

Data 

Sets 

No of 

selected 

Metrics 

Fuzzy 

Linguistic 

variables 

Fuzzy 

Membership 

Function 

Accuracy 

Rate 

KC2 3 2 Triangle 80.65 

3 3 Triangle 80.84 

3 5 Triangle 81.03 

4 2 Triangle 80.65 

4 3 Triangle 80.84 

4 5 Triangle 81.03 

8 2 Triangle 80.20 

3 2 Trapezoid 81.03 

3 3 Trapezoid 80.84 

3 5 Trapezoid 81.03 

4 3 Trapezoid 80.84 

8 2 Trapezoid 81.03 

 

 

 

Table 5: Accuracy rate of KC1 

Data 

Sets 

No of 

selected 

Metrics 

Fuzzy 

Linguistic 

variables 

Fuzzy 

Membership 

Function 

Accuracy 

Rate 

KC1 3 2 Triangle 84.54 

3 3 Triangle 84.54 

3 5 Triangle 84.54 

4 2 Triangle 84.54 

4 3 Triangle 84.54 

4 5 Triangle 84.54 

8 2 Triangle 84.54 

 

Table 6:  Accuracy rate of PC1 

Data 

Sets 

No of 

selected 

Metrics 

Fuzzy 

Linguistic 

variables 

Fuzzy 

Membership 

Function 

Accuracy 

Rate 

PC1 3 2 Triangle 93.23 

3 3 Triangle 93.14 

3 5 Triangle 93.14 

4 2 Triangle 93.23 

4 3 Triangle 93.14 

4 5 Triangle 93.14 

8 2 Triangle 93.23 

 

Table 7:Accuracy rate of JM1 

Data 

Sets 

No of 

selected 

Metrics 

Fuzzy 

Linguistic 

variables 

Fuzzy 

Membership 

Function 

Accuracy 

Rate 

JM1 3 2 Triangle 80.74 

3 3 Triangle 80.74 

3 5 Triangle 80.74 

4 2 Triangle 80.74 

4 3 Triangle 80.74 

4 5 Triangle 80.74 

8 2 Triangle 80.74 
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Table 8: Accuracy rate of CM1 

Data 

Sets 

No of 

selected 

Metrics 

Fuzzy 

Linguistic 

variables 

Fuzzy 

Membership 

Function 

Accuracy 

Rate 

CM1 3 2 Triangle 89.95 

3 3 Triangle 89.95 

3 5 Triangle 89.95 

4 2 Triangle 89.95 

4 3 Triangle 89.95 

4 5 Triangle 89.95 

8 2 Triangle 90.16 

 

DURING DEVELOPMENT APPROACH FOR 

SOFTWARE FAULT PREDICTION (DPSFP) 

The result is achieved from pre development approach decides 

the software module is faulty or not based on the software 

metrics. However this approach is not find the roughly fault in 

the software module.  The next proposed approach is to find 

the number of fault in SDLC phases. This approach find the 

faults every phases of the SDLC. In the proposed approach 

top reliability based software measures is selected for fault 

identification in phase wise. The figure 2 shows the 

formulation of the proposed approach. The four rules based 

fuzzy inference systems is designed.  The proposed approach 

is designed for finding the fault in phase wise for intention to 

early testing. The proposed approach first select the phase 

wise quality attribute using reliability based methods in 

software engineering. After the selection of quality attributes/ 

software metrics it is passed through phase wise fuzzy 

inference system. The four rules based fuzzy inference system 

is developed for finding the fault in early development phase 

for support in early testing for software organization. The 

detailed about proposed approach is explained in next section.  

The figure 2 is the complete working of the proposed 

approach. The proposed approach includes phase wise quality 

attributes, phase wise fuzzy inference system and phase wise 

fault model. 

 

Figure 2: During development Phase fault prediction 

PHASE WISE QUALITY ATTRIBUTES MODEL 

The phase wise input measures have selected from all phases 

of software development life cycle. At least one measure is 

selected from each phase of the SDLC. The phase wise quality 

attributes has classify in four parts and they are requirement 

phase quality model, design phase quality model, coding 

phase quality model and testing phase quality model.  

 

REQUIREMENT PHASE QUALITY MODEL  

The requirement phase quality model has two quality 

attributes.  The requirement fault density and requirement 

stability are two attributes for requirement quality model.  

 

Requirement_ Fault_ Density (RFD) 

This is the measurement in requirement phase. It measures the 

total numbers of fault that is obtained in requirement phase 

against the size of the software. Function point is used for this 

attributes to measures. This will give the more accurate result 

compare than LOC measures. The total number of fault has 

found directly proportional to the requirement fault density.  

 

Requirement _Stability (RS) 

Requirement Stability is also measurement for quality 

attribute in requirement phase. The requirement stability has 

play important role for software evaluation. Since requirement 

is change many times in software for modification, adding 

new features and removing not performing functionality. The 

more the change in software has more the chance of fault. So 

it is better to minimize the change in requirement. This will 

help to reduce the new fault generation. The problem occurred 

in requirement stability due to requirement gathering. Since 

user, customer, developer and project manager are not much 

clear about to their requirements. The change of requirements 

may happen at any time during development. Changes are 

essential part of software development but these changes is in 

controlled way. The uncontrolled requirement produce less 

reliable software and chance of fault is more. 

 

DESIGN PHASE QUALITY MODEL 

The design phase quality model has design phase attributes. 

The cyclomatic complexity is used for design phase attributes. 

 

Cyclomatic _Complexity (CC) 

This quality attributes are popularly used in design phase. The 

CC value decides the fault level in software. The more the CC 

has chance the more complex software. From the past 

experience of project it has observe that if cyclomatic value is 

greater than 10 then it will come in complex design. The 
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chance of fault is more. So it is better to redesign of the 

project and try to adjust is within 10. The cyclomatic 

complexity for a control flow graph is finding out from the 

information of number of nodes and edges. The method is 

used for find the CC given formula. 

V (G) = e-n+2p.                        (1) 

Where e is the number of edges and n is the number of nodes. 

The p is the number of connected components. The value of 

CC is used for the level of fault in the software.  

 

CODING PHASE QUALITY MODEL 

The process maturity quality attributes is used for coding 

phase input. Since it is provide more reliable software if 

process maturity is increased.  The high process maturity 

provides quality software.  

 

Process _ Maturity (PM) 

The process maturity attribute is used for check the quality of 

Coding Phase. The process maturity has followed different 

level.  The process maturity defines the standard of the code. 

If the PM value is less than it is high chance the fault in near 

future. So it is advisable to adopt the High PM value for 

starting the project. This value is directly link quality 

measured of the software. The capability maturity mode 

(CMM) plays an important role in development process. The 

CMM has five important processes like initial, repeatable, 

defined, managed and optimized. The fault is reduced from 

one level to another higher level. Since it is from literature or 

company higher level CMM Company produce more reliable 

software. 

 

TESTING PHASE QUALITY MODEL 

The testing phase quality model select test case quality 

attributes. The test case quality is more useful to detect the 

fault in the software. Depending upon the software the level of 

the test case quality is increased.  

 

Test_Case_Quality (TCQ) 

Software testing is the costly operation so test case is designed 

in such a way to find the maximum fault. Test case quality is 

the testing phase attribute for fault level in testing phase.  

Quality test case has more dimensions to validate for the 

software. The more quality test case has more chance to find 

the fault. Quality test case is prepare by many testing criteria 

like fault based mutation testing. The TCQ is the base for 

software testing. The generation of TCQ has important and 

very time consuming task to produce highly reliable test case 

suit. So this attribute provide good result for fault 

identification.  However the more quality test case takes more 

time to generation. The above five mentioned quality 

attributes are used for fault in phase wise. The fault result is 

used for next phase as an input. The fault from requirement is 

more valuable because more faults are found in requirement 

phase. The information about this fault is maintained in the 

input phase for the design phase. 

 

DURING DEVELOPMENT PHASE FUZZY 

INFERENCE SYSTEM  

The four rules based fuzzy inference systems  is designed. For 

the input of each fuzzy inference system, there are five quality 

measures are selected on the high reliability basis for different 

phases. The every phase has own fuzzy inference system to 

find the fault. Requirement phase fuzzy inference system 

(RPFIS) is used for requirement phase. The design phase has 

design phase fuzzy inference system (DPFIS) for finding the 

fault in design phase. The coding and testing phase has coding 

phase fuzzy inference system (CPFIS) and testing phase fuzzy 

inference system (TPFIS). The quality attributes for 

requirement phase are requirement fault density and 

requirement stability. The requirement phase input is passed 

in requirement phase fuzzy inference system. The requirement 

phase fault is getting from RPFIS. The cyclomatic complexity 

and requirement phase fault has input for design phase. This 

input has passed from design phase fuzzy inference system. 

The fault is getting from the design phase is input for coding 

phase. The other input for coding phase is process maturity. 

The coding phase is giving the code phase fault. The last and 

final phase is testing phase. This phase take as input from 

coding phase fault and test case quality software 

metrics/quality attributes. The final fault is achieved from 

testing phase. 

 

FORMULATION OF FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM 

The fuzzy model for proposed approach is defined in this 

section. The fuzzy input takes the crisp value. In our model 

the crisp value is the input of qualitative value from every 

development phase. The input value passes in the fuzzy 

computational model. The Mamdani based model is used in 

this problem because it is best for intuitive based method. The 

complete process is being followed in the computational 

model and the result produced by the computational model is 

further pass through defuzzification. The good result of this 

approach is getting from good design of fuzzy membership 

function. The working of fuzzy inference system is defined in 

following given steps.  

Step 1: Fuzzification module: This transforms the system 

inputs that are crisp numbers, into fuzzy sets. This is 

performed by applying a fuzzification function. In this phase 

the designed membership functions to represent the crisp 

value into fuzzy value. 
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Step 2: Knowledge base: This stores IF-THEN rules provided 

by system experts. The rules are designed with human 

experience on the similar kind of project.  

Step 3: Inference engine: perform the human reasoning 

process by making fuzzy system for the inputs and IF-THEN 

rules. In our proposed approach, four fuzzy inference system 

modelis designed with SDLC phase wise rules.    

Step 4: Defuzzification module: Transforms the fuzzy set 

obtained by the fuzzy inference engine into a crisp value.  

There are many popular methods are available for 

defuzzification like mean of maximum, fuzzy mean,  first of 

maximum, centroid  and other technique which is more 

suitable. In the proposed approach the centroid value for 

defuzzification is used. 

 

Fuzzy Linguistic terms for input and output quality 

attributes 

The proper selection of membership function provides the 

good result. Type of membership function is also important. 

The triangular and trapezoidal are two important membership 

functions. Other function is also used according to problem. In 

the proposed approach the basic triangular membership 

function, because it is simple and easy design and provide 

good result for fault prediction. Membership function is 

designed by taking the linguistic terms. This model uses the 

domain expert to design the membership function. In 

proposed model 5 linguistic terms is taken for input and 7 

linguistic terms is used for output. The table 9 is shown the 

result of input metrics. This result is used for fault in every 

phase. The outputs for requirement, design, and code and 

testing are namely requirement fault, design fault, code fault 

and testing fault respectively. 

Table 9: Phase wise input linguistic terms for fuzzy inference 

system 

Phase Wise Input 

Measures. 

Phase Wise 

Testing 

Input Linguistic 

Terms  

Requirement Stability Requirement {VL, L, M, VH, H 

Requirement Fault 

Density 

Requirement {VL, L, M, VH, H} 

Cyclomatic 

Complexity 

Design {VL, L, M, VH, H} 

Requirement Phase 

Fault 

Design {VVL, VL,L,M,H 

VH, VVH} 

Process Maturity Code {VL, L, M, VH, H} 

Design Phase Fault Code {VVL, VL,L,M,H 

VH, VVH} 

Test case Quality Testing {VL, L, M, VH, H} 

Code Phase Fault Testing {VVL, VL,L,M,H 

VH, VVH} 

 

The all phase give the result in terms of fault. The fault from 

requirement phase is requirement phase fault. This will be 

taken as input for design phase and subsequently phases.The 

table 10 is shown the result of output metrics. 

Table 10: Fuzzy output linguistic terms from fuzzy inference 

system 

Output 

measures. 

Phase Name Output 

Linguistic Terms and Fuzzy 

Range 

Requirement 

Phase Fault 

Requirement {VVL, VL,L,M,H VH, 

VVH}, {0 to 1} 

Design Phase 

Fault 

Design {VVL, VL,L,M,H VH, 

VVH}, {0 to 1} 

Code Phase Fault Code {VVL, VL,L,M,H VH, 

VVH}, {0 to 1} 

Testing Phase 

Fault 

Testing {VVL, VL,L,M,H VH, 

VVH}, {0 to 1} 

 

REQUIREMENT PHASE FUZZY INFERENCE 

SYSTEM (RPFIS) 

The requirement phase fuzzy inference is used for find the 

fault model by taking the attributes from requirement phase 

quality model. The rule and membership function is designed 

to make the requirement phase fault model.  

 

Fuzzy Rule for Requirement Phase fuzzy inference system 

The two input requirement stability (RS) and requirement 

fault density (RFD) is used for making the rule. The 

requirement stability is more defined, the less chance the fault 

of software. However the requirement fault density is more 

defined the high chance of failure. The fuzzy rule of 

requirement phase is shown on table 4. The input value has 5 

linguistic states (Very High, High, Medium, Low and Very 

Low). The total 25 rules (table 11) are designed. 

Table 11 Requirement Phase rule 

Rule No. Fuzzy Rule 

1 If  RFD is VL and RS  is VL then RLF is VVL 

2 If  RFD is VL and RS  is L then RLF is VL 

3 If  RFD is VL and RS  is M  then RLF is L 

4 If  RFD is VL and RS  is H then RLF is M 

5 If  RFD is VL and RS  is VH then RLF is H 

6 If  RFD is L and RS  is VL then RLF is VVL 

7 If  RFD is L and RS  is L then RLF is VL 

.. ………………………………………….. 

21 If  RFD is VL and RS  is VL then RLF is VL 

22 If  RFD is VL and RS  is L then RLF is VL 

23 If  RFD is VL and RS  is M then RLF is V 

24 If  RFD is VL and RS  is H then RLF is H 

25 If  RFD is VL and RS  is VH then RLF is VH 
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Membership Construction for requirement phase 

In this section, the designed membership function is shown. 

The membership function is accurate representation of crisp 

value. The membership function is used the normalized value 

of quality attributes. The figure 3-6   shows the complete 

details of requirement phase fuzzy inference system. The 

membership function has used the data from normalized crisp 

data to get the fuzzy result. The details about normalization 

are given on data set section.  

 

Figure 3: Requirement_ Phase_FIS 

 

 

Figure 4: Membership function for Requirement Fault 

Density (RFD) 

 

 

Figure 5: Membership function for Requirement Stability 

(RS) 

 

 

Figure 6: Membership function for Requirement Phase Fault 

(RPF) 

 

The figure 3-6 has described for requirement phase working. 

The figure 3 describes the requirement phase fuzzy inference 

system. The figure 4 shows the membership function of 

requirement fault density. The figure 5 shows the membership 

function requirement stability. The figure 6 shows the fault 

output from requirement phase. 

 

DESIGN PHASE FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM 

(DPFIS) 

The design phase fuzzy inference system is used for making 

the design phase fault model.  

 

Fuzzy Rule for Design Phase  

The design of fuzzy rule for design phase is used the 

cyclomatic complexity and fault result from requirement 

phase. The CC quality attribute is used five linguistic 

variables. The fuzzy rule of design phase is shown on table 

12. The requirement based fault is defined with seven 

linguistic terms. The total number of rule in this phase has 35.  

Table 12. Design Phase rule 

Rule No. Fuzzy Rule 

1 If  CC is VL and RLF  is VVL then DLF is VVL 

2 If  CC is VL and RLF  is VL then DLF is VL 

3 If  CC is VL and RLF  is L then DLF is L 

4 If  CC is VL and RLF  is M then DLF is M 

5 If  CC is VL and RLF  is H then DLF is H 

…. …………………………………………… 

31 If  CC is VH and RLF  is L then DLF is H 

32 If  CC is VH and RLF  is M then DLF is H 

33 If  CC is VH and RLF  is H then DLF is VH 

34 If  CC is VH and RLF  is VH then DLF is VVH 

35 If  CC is VH and RLF  is VVH then DLF is VVH 

 

Membership function for Design Phase Fuzzy Inference 

System  

 

Figure 7: Design_ Phase_FIS 

 

Figure 8: Membership function for Cyclomatic Complexity 

(CC) 
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Figure 9: Membership function for Requirement Phase Fault 

(RPF) 

 

 

Figure 10: Membership function for Design Phase Fault 

(DPF) 

 

The figure 7-10 show the working for design phase FIS. The 

figure 7 shows the design phase FIS. Figure 8 shows the 

membership function for cyclomatic complexity. The figure 9 

is for input from requirement phase fault. The output of design 

phase shown in figure 10. 

 

CODING PHASE FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM 

(CPFIS) 

The Coding phase fuzzy inference system is used for making 

the coding phase fault model. The attributes is taken from 

design phase quality model.    

 

Fuzzy Rule for Coding Phase Fuzzy Inference System   

The rule is defined for code phase is used the quality attributes 

process maturity. This quality attribute is used with design 

level fault that is produced from the previous fuzzy inference 

system (table 13).  The 5 linguistic terms is used from process 

maturity and 7 attributes are used from design fault.  The total 

35 rule is created for code phase fuzzy inference system. 

 

Table 13:  Code Phase rule 

Rule No. Fuzzy Rule 

1 If  PM  is VL and DLF  is VVL then CLF is VVL 

2 If  PM  is VL and DLF  is VL then CLF is VL 

3 If  PM  is VL and DLF  is L then CLF is L 

4 If  PM  is VL and DLF  is M then CLF is M 

5 If  PM  is VL and DLF  is H then CLF is H 

…… ……………………………………………… 

28 If  PM is H and DLF  is VVH then CLF is VVH 

29 If  PM is VH and DLF  is VVL then CLF is VVL 

30 If  PM is VH and DLF  is VL then CLF is VVL 

31 If  PM is VH and DLF  is L then CLF is VL 

32 If  PM is VH and DLF  is M then CLF is L 

33 If  PM is VH and DLF  is H then CLF is L 

34 If  PM is VH and DLF  is VH then CLF is VH 

35 If  PM is VH and DLF  is VVH then CLF is VH 

 

Membership function for Coding Phase Fuzzy Inference 

System  

 

Figure 11: Code_ Phase_FIS 

 

 

Figure 12: Membership function for  Process  Maturity(PM) 

 

 

Figure 13: Membership function for   Fault (DPF) 

 

 

Figure 14: Membership function for Code Phase Fault (CPF) 

 

The figures 11-14 show the working of coding phase FIS. The 

figure 11 shows the design phase FIS. The figure 12 shows 

the membership function for process maturity. The figure 13 
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shows the fault coming from previous phase. The figure 14 

shows the membership function for coding phase fault output. 

 

TESTING PHASE FUZZY INFERENCE SYSTEM 

(TPFIS) 

The testing phase inference system is used for making the 

design phase fault model. The input is taken form testing 

phase quality model.    

 

Fuzzy Rule for Testing Phase  

The last fuzzy inference system is for test phase. This phase 

has used the powerful quality attributes like test case quality. 

This is used 5 linguistic terms to represent the element. The 

code based fault result used the 7 attributes. Thirty five rules 

are created for testing phase inference system. The fuzzy rule 

of testing phase is shown in table 14. 

Table14:  Testing Phase rule 

Rule No. Fuzzy Rule 

1 If  TCQ  is VL and CLF  is VVL then TLF is VL 

2 If  TCQ  is VL and CLF  is VL then TLF is VL 

3 If  TCQ  is VL and CLF  is L then TLF is L 

4 If  TCQ  is VL and CLF  is M then DLF is M 

5 If  TCQ  is VL and CLF  is H then TLF is H 

6 If  TCQ  is VL and CLF  is VH then TLF is VVH 

…….. ………………………………………… 

28 If  TCQ  is H and CLF  is VVH then TLF is VVH 

29 If  TCQ  is VH and CLF  is VVL then TLF is VL 

30 If  TCQ  is VH and CLF  is VL then TLF is VL 

31 If  TCQ  is VH and CLF  is L then TLF is L 

32 If  TCQ  is VH and CLF  is M then TLF is M 

33 If  TCQ  is VH and CLF  is H then TLF is H 

34 If  TCQ  is VH and CLF  is VH then TLF is VH 

35 If  TCQ  is VH and CLF  is VVH then TLF is VVH 

 

Membership function for Testing Phase Fuzzy Inference 

System  

 

 

Figure 15: Testing_ Phase_FIS 

 

Figure 16: Membership function for Test Case Quality (TCQ) 

 

 

Figure 17: Membership function for Code Phase Fault (CPF) 

 

 

Figure 18:  Membership function for Test Phase Fault (TPF) 

 

The figures 15-18 show the detailed working of testing phase 

of SDLC. The figure 15 shows the testing phase FIS. The 

figure 16 shows the membership for test case quality. The 

figure 17 shows the membership function for previous phase 

fault. The figure 18 shows output for testing phase fault.  

 

PHASE WISE FAULT MODEL  

The phase wise fault model is stored the fault knowledge from 

the each phase of SDLC. In the proposed approach four fault 

models is mentioned. The requirement phase fault model is 

used for store the knowledge of fault from requirement phase. 

 

Requirement _ Phase _Fault Model (RPF) 

The requirement phase model is the information from 

requirement phase after assessment of quality attributes. The 

assessment of quality attributes are performed through fuzzy 

inference system.  The requirement phase fault output is the 

result for requirement phase input.  Two input RFD and RS 

are taken for getting the Requirement Level fault. The crisp 

input of RFD and RS are converted into fuzzy value.  
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Design _Phase_ Fault Model (DPF) 

The design phase fault model is used for find the knowledge 

of fault for design phase. The assessment of fault is performed 

through quality attributes form design phase. The Design 

phase fault is the fault output for design phase.The one input 

CC is taken for design phase. The other input is taken from 

output of requirement level fault.  

 

Coding_Phase_ Fault Model (CPF) 

The coding phase fault model is used for find the knowledge 

of fault for coding phase. The assessment of fault is performed 

through quality attributes from coding phase. The coding 

phase fault is the output for code phase. Process maturity 

(PM) is taken for input metrics and other input measures are 

from input taken from result output of design level fault.   

 

Testing _Phase_ Fault_Model (TPF) 

The testing phase fault model is used for find the knowledge 

of fault for testing phase.  The assessment of fault is 

performed through quality attributes from testing phase.  

The testing level fault is the last level fault before 

maintenance phase. This is the result of testing phase. TCQ is 

taken for testing phase input and the other input is taken from 

the code phase fault output. 

 

SOFTWARE FAULT PREDICTION  

The software fault prediction is the last step of proposed 

model. It is complete information regarding fault. The fault 

that is getting through testing phase fuzzy inference system is 

multiplied with KLOC has fault information for the software 

project.  

 

RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

In table 15, the linguistic variable for input data sets is 

defined. The RS, RFD, CC, PM and QDT is used for mapping 

with the original NASA data sets. The data sets are taken from 

promise (Table 15). These data sets have available through 

NASA [17]. The data is information about 31 software 

projects which belongs under electronic sector. The data   is 

information about quality and quantity. The data set is 

information regarding size, different quality attributes and 

measures. The data sets have normalized by the following 

given equation. The normalized value (equation 1) is used for 

the fuzzy range [0-1]. 

Normalized fuzzy range = [
a−a

b−a
 ,

b−a

b−a
]                                  (1) 

Where, a and b represents the minimum and maximum 

value.After the preprocessing of available data sets it is found 

that 20 data sets have complete information about the features. 

The 11 data sets have at least one missing value. The 

proposed approach has independent from the training. It is 

used the phase wise rule based fuzzy inference system which 

has same weightage for all size of project. In this paper 20 

data are used for result analysis. The 20 data sets value is 

passed through the proposed fuzzy inference system. The 

twenty date sets are given in table number 15. The missing 

values data is removed from selected data sets. The different 

size data set provides more relevant result. 

 

Table 15:  The data sets after cleaning the 

Project Quality Attributes 

RS RFD CC PM QDT 

P_1 L H M H H 

P_2 H H L H H 

P_3 H VH H VH H 

P_7 M L L VH H 

P_8 H L M H M 

P_9 VH M L VH H 

P_10 H M M H M 

P_11 H H H M M 

P_12 L M H H M 

P_13 L M H M M 

P_15 VL VH H H M 

P_16 M H L H M 

P_17 M H L M H 

P_19 M H H H H 

P_20 VL M VH H H 

P_21 M M L H H 

P_22 L M M H H 

P_24 L H M H M 

P_29 VH M M H H 

P_30 VH M L H H 

 

Implementation details  

The proposed approach is implemented in Matlab with NASA 

datasets to find the fault with every phase. The fuzzy value of 

project data is converted into numerical value using triangular 

membership function. The membership function for input 

quality attributes is 5 input linguistic terms. The membership 

function for output of every phase is 7 linguistic terms. The 

medium value of triangular function is taken for giving the 

input in phase wise FIS. For the requirement phase the 

medium value of membership function requirement stability 

and requirement fault density is taken from datasets.  The fault 

result from every phase is find after defuzzification process. 

For the defuzzification process centroid value is used for 
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finding the result after the calculation of all the rules in 

respective phases. The figure 19 shows the fault level in phase 

wise. The deviation from result shows that the project is more 

failure. The result is small or large from actual data is 

problematic for selection of project and it will handle with 

care. 

 

Figure 19:  Fault in Requirement, Design, Coding and 

Testing Phase 

 

The complete fault list is shown in the table 16. The fault level 

is multiplied with total no of program lines of code like if the 

fault level is 0.0005 in requirement phase and KLOC size is 1 

then fault is 5. The proposed fault level has compare with 

original data sets.  

Table 16:  The software Fault and compare with original data 

sets 

Sr.No. Project Data sets Faults 

(Actual Faults) 

Proposed 

Faults 

Fenton 

et.al.[17] 

1 P_1 148 160 75 

2 P_2 31 40 52 

3 P_3 209 220 254 

4 P_7 204 215 262 

5 P_8 53 51 48 

6 P_9 17 24 57 

7 P_10 29 24 203 

8 P_11 71 80 51 

9 P_12 90 126 347 

10 P_13 129 250 516 

11 P_15 1768 1652 1526 

12 P_16 109 124 145 

13 P_17 688 540 444 

14 P_19 476 509 581 

15 P_20 928 840 986 

16 P_21 196 216 259 

17 P_22 184 211 501 

18 P_24 1597 1523 1514 

19 P_29 91 103 116 

20 P_30 5 6 46 

The result shows that proposed model fault is very near to 

actual data set fault. The twenty real projects have validated 

the proposed approach. The figure 20 shows the comparison 

of results of proposed fault with original fault. 

 

Figure 20:  Project (1-20) fault Value 

 

Validation and sensitivity analysis 

For the validation different type of validation techniques used 

to validate this type of similar task. Fenton et.al [1] is defined 

different types of validation technique some of the given 

below. 

a) MMRE – Mean magnitude  of relative error   

b) BMMRE –  Balanced mean magnitude of relative 

error 

The propose approach validated with this MMRE (Equation 

no 2) and BMMRE (Equation No 3). MMRE stands for Mean 

Magnitude of relative Error. It is the absolute percentage error 

of mean. It is the measure of the spread of the variable Z. 

Where Z= (estimate/actual)   

 

MMRE=  
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑚𝑟𝑒                                              𝑛

𝑖=1 (2) 

Where, mre = 
|𝑦𝑖−𝑦�̂�|

𝑦𝑖
 

 

BMMRE stands for Balanced mean magnitude error. This is 

the balanced result produced by this method. This result is 

important because MMRE produce an unbalanced result. 

 

BMMRE=  
1

𝑛
∑ 𝑏𝑚𝑟𝑒𝑛

𝑖=1                                             (3) 

Where, bmre = 
|𝑦𝑖−𝑦�̂�|

min (𝑦𝑖,�̂�𝑖)
 

 

The MMRE and BMMRE value that is near to Zero has more 

reliable result for project. 
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Table 17:  validation measures using MMRE. 

Sr.No. Project size Total 

Number of 

projects 

Fenton 

et.al.[17] 

Proposed 

Model 

1 < 5KLOC 5 3.5024 

 

0.2402 

2 5KLOC<= 

Projects<50 

10 

 

0.9731 0.2091 

3 Projects >= 50 

KLOC 

5 0.1375 0.0657 

4 All Project 20 1.1137 0.1809 

 

Table 18:  validation measures using BMMRE. 

Sr.No. Project size Total 

Number of 

projects 

Fenton 

et.al.[17] 

Proposed 

Model 

1 < 5KLOC 5 3.5245 

 

0.2474 

2 5KLOC<= 

Projects<50 

10 

 

1.0416 0.2190 

3 Projects >= 50 

KLOC 

5 0.1424 0.0666 

4 All Project 20 1.4375 0.1880 

 

The validations results show that from table 17 and 18 that the 

accuracy value (0.1809) of MMRE for different project is 

good and satisfactory. The BMMRE accuracy rate is 0.1880 

which is also good result for software. 

 

POST DEVELOPMENT APPROACH FOR SOFTWARE 

FAULT DETECTION (PDSFD) 

The above two approaches found the fault in software to early 

nature or some information from previous development about 

software. However, when the software is deployed and fault 

occurs then this fault is counted in maintenance phase. The 

life span of maintenance phase is high. The testing performed 

in maintenance phase is called regression testing.  The re-all 

testing is not feasible due to cost and time or some times and 

it is also not desirable all the times. Since software 

modification is performed several times in the development.  

Hence testing cost is going to exponential high. The test case 

prioritization is useful to perform testing requirement in 

maintenance phase with reduced cost and time.  

  

Test Case Prioritization  

The test case prioritization is used for reduce the testing cost 

in maintenance phase. The prioritization is performed through 

testing objective. In the proposed approach the prioritization is 

performed through find the maximum fault in minimum time.   

 

Ant Colony Optimization 

The ACO is family of swarm intelligence techniques. It solves 

the meta- heuristics problem. This is proposed by Marco 

Dorigo in 1992 [53] the first algorithm is used to optimization 

of graph based on behavior of ants. There are many 

application of ant colony optimization.The engineering 

applications are traveling salesman problem, test data 

generation, combinatorial problems, quadratic problem 

assignment problem, protein problem, routing vehicles 

problem and many more. Ant colony optimization finds the 

food using searching pattern of real ant colonies [52]. The 

procedure of ACO Meta-heuristic algorithm can be defined as 

given steps. 

 

ACO ALGORITHM 

While(Not termination) 

Generate solutions() 

daemon Actions 

pheromone Update 

end while 

 

The basic functions used to compute best path in the traveling 

problem to source to destination. The function of ant colony 

optimization has defined in below section. 

 

The selection of node 

In ACO, the ant is used for performing the solutions. The ant 

is representing the test case in the proposed approach. The ant 

selects different or similar test case for making the test suites. 

The test suites are final solution for test case prioritization. 

The test case is selected randomly by ant using pheromone 

details or pheromone details.  

The equation 4 shows the basic nature and definition of the 

ACO. 

𝑝(𝐴𝐶𝑂)
𝑘

𝑖𝑗
(𝑡) =

[𝜏𝑖𝑗(𝑡)]𝛼.[𝜂𝑖𝑗]𝛽

∑[𝜏𝑖𝑗(𝑡)]𝛼.[𝜂𝑖𝑗]𝛽                  (4) 

The defined parameters α and β is fixed and used for 

pheromone trail and heuristic information. τij
α shows the 

pheromone value of edge i to j and ηβ
ij represents the heuristic 

information of ants. p(ACO)k
ij(t) is the probability value to 

choose path of ant k from i to j at time t. 

ℎ𝑖𝑗 =  
1

𝜂
𝑖𝑗
𝛽                       (5) 
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Heuristic information hij can be calculated from the equation 

5. The pheromone update is performed after collecting the 

information from entire colony. The equation 6 shows the 

pheromone update for ACO 

 

𝜏𝑗0(𝑡 + 1) = (1 − 𝜌)𝜏𝑗(𝑡) + 𝜌𝜌 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑡
𝑘                    (6) 

 

The τj0 (t), τj0 (t + 1) represent the previous and updated 

pheromone result of the jth node. The basic formulation of ant 

colony for test case prioritization to find the fault has given 

below. 

probability 𝑦𝑗  = 
(𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑)𝛽    ∗(𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑖 𝑗)

∑ (𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑)𝛽𝑛
𝑘=1  ∗ (𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑖𝑘)𝛼                         

(7) 

 

The equation 7 is used to select the test case based upon errors 

covered without the information of execution time. j, k is the 

non-visited test cases 

 

ACO FOR TEST CASE PRIORITIZATION 

The approach is designed to solve the objective for fault 

detection in minimum time. The total fault is covered in 

minimum time using test case prioritization. The equation 8 

and 9 shows the fault and execution time (cost) objective.   

 

𝑓𝑎𝑢𝑙𝑡(𝑋) =
1

𝑓
∑ 𝑐𝑐

𝑛
𝑐=1                                                    (8) 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑋) = ∑ 𝑥𝑐  . 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡(𝑡𝑐)  𝑐
𝑛
𝑐=1                              (9) 

 

The test case prioritization is performed for test case 

optimization. The prioritize test case is reduced no of test case 

with capability to find all faults in the software. The 

prioritized test case is having same power for detecting the 

fault in software. The Test case prioritization is performed by 

some modification in pheromone value. The new pheromone 

value is used to provide the diversity with heuristic 

information. The modified ACO enhance the heuristic 

information to every ant to select the best path in next 

iteration. The random approach of ant is still maintained for 

finding the path with maximum number of fault. The working 

of ACO for test case prioritization is shown in figure 21 and 

22. 

 

Figure 21:  ACO Construction solutions. 

 

 

Figure 22:  Flow Chart for ACO of test case prioritization 

 

The modified formula used for find the probability of ACO 

for finding the fault has given below. 

 

probability 𝑦j= 
(

𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒
) 𝛽    ∗ (𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑖 𝑗)

∑ (
𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑑 𝑗

𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑘
)𝛽𝑛

𝑘=1  ∗  (𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑙 𝑖𝑘)𝛼
     (10)  

 

The equation 10 has used to select the test case based upon 

errors covered in define execution time. j, k is the non visited 

test cases.   

 

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The goal of the proposed approach to enhance the fault 

finding rate and minimize the time for cost reduction. The 

APFD (Average percentage faults detection) is to be 

introduced by Rothermal et.al. [43] for validate the fault 

percentage rate. The APFD equation is checked the 

measurement the percentage faults that are detected by every 

test suite. The best result is providing the best test suite and it 

takes less time to cover the fault. The given formula is used 

for fault detection. 
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APFD = 1 −  
Tf1 + Tf2 +Tf3 +⋯+Tfm 

mn
+  

1

2n
                      (11) 

 

The Rate of Fault =  
No of Faults

Exection Time
                             (12) 

 

The equation 11, T is the test suite and used for fault detection 

evaluation, where m is number of faults test case is defined 

with n in a test suite. The equation 12 represents the rate of 

fault for test case.  

The case study [48]-[52] is used to validate the ant colony 

optimization approach. The case study is bench mark example 

that is used in software testing. 

 

Case Study 1 

The Case study 1 is taken the data from college program for 

admission purpose. The table 19 shows that the test case and 

failure data information. The 10 test case and 10 faults are 

defined. The initial order of test case is T01, T02, T03, T04, T05, 

T06, T07, T08, T09, T10 

 

Table 19:  Faults detected by test case and test suite for case 

study 1 

Test 

Cases 

/Faults 

T01 T 

02 

T

03 

T

04 

T

05 

T

06 

T

07 

T

08 

T

09 

T

10 

F001 √     √     

F002    √   √ √ √  

F003  √   √ √     

F004       √    

F005  √      √ √  

F006    √       

F007    √ √      

F008  √ √        

F009      √     

F010 √         √ 

 

ET 5 7 11 4 10 12 6 15 8 9 

 

The test suite is information about fault and execution time. 

For the finding of APFD value, the fault and execution time 

(rate of fault) is calculated for each test case in test suite. The 

value of rates of faults detection of test case T01 is 0.4.  

Similarly the value of next    test case is T02 (0.42), T03 (0.99), 

T04 (0.75), T05 (0.2), T06 (0.25), T07 (0.33), T08 (0.133), T09 

(0.25) and T10 (0.22). The priority is assigned in decreasing 

order. The test case has directly proportional to the rate of 

fault detection. The prioritized test suite is T04, T02, T01, T07, 

T06, T09, T10, T05, T08 and T03. 

The APFD for prioritized test suite after assigning the value of 

Tf1, Tf2,…Tfm. 

 

𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷 = 1 − 
3 +  1. .  …    + 3

10 ∗ 10
+ 

1

2 ∗ 10
 

AFFD =0.81 

The APFD of non-prioritized order is given below. 

𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷 = 1 −  
1 +  4 + 2 +   …    + 1

10 ∗ 10
+  

1

2 ∗ 10
 

APFD = 0.72 

Hence the prioritized value for case study 1 is 0.81. The non-

prioritized value for case study 1 is 0.72.  The test suite is 

executed using ant colony optimization is 0.87 APFD  

 

Case Study 2 

Table 20 -Faults detected by test case and test suite for case 

study 2 

 

Test 

Case/ 

Faults 

T01 T02 T03 T04 T05 

F001 √  √   

F002 √    √ 

F003     √ 

F004 √ √ √  √ 

F005   √ √ √ 

ET 12 10 10 7 9 

 

The above given test suite is 5 faults and 5 test case. The 

initial test case has T01, T02, T03, T04 and T05. The fault vs 

execution time has been calculated for each test case. The 

values are 0.25, 0.1, 0.28, 0.14 and 0.40 respectively. Priority 

is set in decreasing order because the lesser the value of fault 

vs execution time has less effective test case. The prioritized 

test suites are T05, T03, T01, T04 and T02 respectively. The 

APFD value for prioritized test case is shown below. 

𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷 = 1 −  
2 + 1 … .1 + 1

5 ∗ 5
+  

1

2 ∗ 5
 

APFD = 1.1 – 0.24 = 0.86 
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The APFD value of non-prioritized value has defined below 

𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷 = 1 − 
1 + 1 … . +3

5 ∗ 5
+ 

1

2 ∗ 5
 

APFD = 0.66. 

Hence the prioritized value of case study 2 is 0.86 and non-

prioritized value of case study 2 is 0.66. The test suites are 

implemented with ant colony optimization is 0.88 APFD 

value.    

 

Case Study 3 

Table 21:  Faults detected by test case and test suite for case 

study 3 

Test 

Case/

Faults 

T01 T02 T0

3 

T

04 

T05 T0

6 

T0

7 

T0

8 

T

09 

F001 √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √  

F002 √ √        

F003 √  √   √   √ 

F004    √    √  

F005 √  √ √  √    

 

ET 11 11 12 10 15 8 15 10 11 

 

The above test suite has nine test cases and five faults.  The 

rates of fault detection of test cases are 0.34, 0.17, 0.24, 0.28, 

0.067, 0.36, 0.067, 0.3 and 0.09. The priority is set in 

decreasing order. The prioritized order of test suites are T06, 

T01, T08, T04, T03, T02, T09, T05 and T07.  

 

The APFD for prioritized order has given below. 

𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷 = 1 − 
1 + 2 … + 1

5 ∗ 9
+ 

1

2 ∗ 9
 

APFD = 0.86 

 

The APFD of the non-prioritized order is given below 

𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷 = 1 −  
1 + 1 … . . +1

5 ∗ 9
+  

1

2 ∗ 9
 

APFD = 0.88 

The test suite is executed under ACO has 0.88 APFD value. 

 

 

 

Case Study 4  

Table 22: Faults detected by test case and test suite for Case 

study 4 

Test 

Case/ 

Faults 

T01 T02 T03 T04 T05 T06 T0

7 

T08 

F001  √ √   √   

F002 √   √    √ 

F003  √   √  √  

F004 √   √     

F005   √      

F006     √  √  

F007 √  √   √   

F008   √    √  

F009 √   √     

F010     √   √ 

 

ET 7 4 5 4 4 5 4 5 

 

The case study 4 has test suites 8 test cases and 8 faults. The 

rates of faults of test cases are 0.57, 0.5, 0.8, 0.75, 0.75, 0.4, 

0.75 and 0.75.  

 The APFD value for non-prioritized order is given below. 

 

𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷 = 1 −  
2 + 1 + 2 + 1 … … + 1 + 5

10 ∗ 8
+ 

1

2 ∗ 10
 

 

APFD= 1.05 – 0.3 

APFD = 0.75 

The APFD values for prioritized order are given below. The 

prioritized sequences are T03, T04, T05, T07, T08, T01, T02 and 

T06. 

𝐴𝑃𝐹𝐷 = 1 − 
1 + 1 + 1 … . . +1 + 1

10 ∗ 8
+ 

1

2 ∗ 10
 

APFD = 1.05 – 0.12 = 0.93 

 

The APFD value for prioritized order is case study 4 is 0.93. 

The test case prioritization is used for fault detection in 

software. This approach helps in regression testing to reduce 

the cost and effort of software testing. The prioritized test case 

selects those test case that handle more faults in minimum 

time. The proposed approach is high APFD score.  
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CONCLUSION 

The proposed methodology reduces the testing efforts and 

enhances the software quality. The pre development approach 

finds the fault prone module of the software before the actual 

start of software development. The fuzzy expert system is 

developed for finding the fault prone module for pre 

development approach. This helps to take decision for 

developer about faulty module in software. This helps to 

identify the fault in beginning of the software development.  

The during development approach helps to find the total 

number of fault in software.  Four phases (requirement, design 

coding and testing) fuzzy inference systems are developed to 

find the total number of fault in software. This helps to 

software team members to overcome the fault in early phase. 

The post development phase helps to find the fault in post 

development phase (maintenance phase). The test case 

prioritization is used to find the fault in post development 

phase. The validation is performed using promise data sets for 

pre development and during development.  The benchmark 

testing example is used for validation of post development 

phase. 
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